139 - What do you like to read/watch?

A. Match with the right translation (use the numbers). Une con
traducción correcta (usa los números).
1- story

serie

2- TV series

fantasía

3- season

acción

4- action

historia

5- fantasy

temporada

B. Choose the right option (use the letters A or B). Elige la opción
correcta (usa las letras A o B).

El único género que Stephen no disfruta ver es…
The only genre Stephen doesn’t enjoy watching is…
1. ________

A. Horror
B. Science Fiction

El Ejército Fantasma en la Segunda Guerra Mundial es una…
The Ghost Army in the Second World War is a…
2. ________

A. Sitcom
B. True life story

“The Martian” de Andy Weir es sobre un…
“The Martian” by Andy Weir is about an…
3. ________

A. Astronaut
B. Army

C. Complete the text using the words from the box. Completa el texto
usando las palabras del recuadro.

Ghost - life - writers - future - survive - change - read - genre jump scares - science - alternate

What do you like to read or watch?
I enjoy watching nearly every ________________________ of movie or TV series. The only genre I
don’t enjoy watching is horror. Even though I enjoy reading stories about horror, I don’t like
________________________ .
There are some stories that are from real ________________________ , but they seem like fiction.
I love reading or watching stories about these unbelievable moments from history. One example is
the story of the ________________________ Army in the Second World War. This army was made
up of actors, ________________________ , and directors and used fake vehicles, but they fooled
the enemy and saved many lives.
I also love watching or reading about hard ________________________ fiction, which are stories
about what people think could really happen in the ________________________ . One example of
this kind of story is “The Martian” by Andy Weir. It tells the story of a future astronaut to Mars who is
stranded and has to use his scientific knowledge to ________________________ .
Finally, I like reading or watching ________________________ history stories. The author of these
stories imagines what would happen if key events in history turned out differently, and how things
might ________________________ because of those differences.
How about you? What do you like to ________________________ or watch?

